August Scavenger Hunt

X MARKS THE SPOT IN WILCOX PARK

See if you can find each "X Marks the Spot" in the Wilcox Park.
Take a picture while "hunting" and tag us @westerlylibraryandwilcoxpark on Instagram and Facebook!

This large, shiny, brown object can't be missed
This thing might also hop or even "runaway" ________________________________

Some of Westerly's history is buried in this spot
Read the plaque. What year was it buried in? _____ What year will it be dug up? _____

This large area is a great place to run around
Be careful not to stain your clothes! ________________________________

This little building looks like it's right out of a storybook
_____________________________________________
Count how many gates there are. ____ How many doors? ____

This is a perfect shady spot, but it's not a tree
________________________ What shape do you see on the bottom? ____________ Count how many sides it has! ____

It is summer, but you might see a "school" in this area
________________________ What kinds of animals do you see? ________________________________

This spot has a curvy shape ________________________________
Hint: It might be a good spot for your bike to take a break. There are two of them in the park.

This spot could cool you down after a long walk
Hint: It's near the previous clue. ________________________________

The Three Billy Goats would love this spot
Don't worry, there are no trolls! ________________________________

This area makes quite a splash ________________________________
Make a wish!

Be sure to check out our website for many online resources for children which can be accessed with a library card.